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ABSTRACT 

After identifying the processing functions required in a computer based information system, the designer needs 
to combine them into an optimal set of load units. Some "packaging" arrangements yield a better system than 
others, depending upon characteristics of the data collected from external sources and the data extracted for external 
users. An effective and technically efficient system satisfies three rules. 

1. If two user data types are needed at different times, the corresponding extract functions should be 
separated in different load units. 

2. If source data predates the user data derived from it, the corresponding collect and extract functions 
should be separated in different load units. 

3. If two source data types are available at different frequencies, one being less frequent than the user 
data derived from it, the corresponding collect functions should be separated in different load units. 

1. PACKAGING RULES 

Business, government and other organizations employ a majority of the computers in 
existence today to transform raw data into useful information. The transformation process usually 
involves a large number of distinct processing "functions" [4] such as validation, updating, 
sorting, retrieval and accumulation. Computer memories today are often so large that all the 
functions necessary to accomplish a complex transformation can be incorporated in one single 
program. However, in many cases that arrangement wastes computing resources. So instead 
those functions are incorporated into several smaller "load units" - programs, overlays, 
subroutines, etc. Accordingly, in developing a new computer based information system the 
designer has to decide how to divide the set of all necessary functions into separate load units. 
However, this "packaging decision" is not always easy. The set of all functions can usually be 
partitioned in many alternative ways: so finding the optimal arrangement represents a difficult 
problem. To help him solve the problem, the designer needs formal packaging rules. 

A parallel paper (11] demonstrates that the typical rule should consist of two parts - a 
condition and a comparison. The condition identifies a particular kind of design situation .The 
comparison predicts the better of two alternative functional arrangements in terms of some 
criterion of success. Several kinds of conditions, functional arrangements and success criteria are 
distinguishable. That means many different types of rules are needed. 

Yourdon and Constantine [17] have established the most comprehensive set of packaging 
rules currently available in the Information Systems literature (2,3,12,13,14]. Those rules are 
concerned with one of three possible success criteria: "technical efficiency" [ 10]. They compare 
two kinds of functional arrangement: (a) associative, i.e. functions combined in the same load 
units, and (b) dissociative, i.e. functions separated in different load units.They address situations 
in which functions are connected, sequentially incompatible, once-off and run-optional: 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 
• 
• 

Rule A. Include in the same load unit functions connected by iterated reference . 
Rule B. Include in the same load unit functions with high volume of access on connecting 
references. 
Rule C. Include in the same load unit functions with high frequency of access on 
connecting references. 
Rule D. Include in the same load unit as the superordinate any functions with short interval 
of time between activation. 
Rule E. Put into a separate load unit any optional function . 
Rule F. Put into a separate load unit any function used only once . 
Rule G. Put functions applied on input and output sides of a sort into separate load units . 

However, certain situations occur which are not explicitly mentioned in these rules. In 
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particular, the 1974 design technique of Waters [15,16] suggests that a designer often encounters 
functions that receive inputs supplied by external data sources, or produce outputs consumed by 
external information users, and that these should normally be separate. The same distinction was 
re-iterated in 1982 [5] and 1983 [1]. The present paper follows up the Waters clue to establish 
three new rules which may be added to the Yourdon-Constantine set. Following the methodo
logical guidelines developed in three earlier papers [7 ,8,9] these rules will be derived logically 
from three underlying premises about information systems. 

2. UNDERLYING PREMISES 

The first premise concerns system success. An information system inputs resources such as 
labour, hardware, software and raw data from its environment; in exchange it outputs processed 
data needed by the environment. The system is "successful" if the value v of its outputs exceeds 
the cost c of its inputs, i.e. the ratio v/c is maximal. It has been shown [10] that this ratio is the 
product of three independent success criteria: (a) effectiveness, i.e. how well do outputs satisfy 
environmental needs? (b) ecomonic efficiency, i.e. how cheap is the resource mix? (c) technical 
efficiency, i.e. are resources wasted? 

A second premise distinguishes between "load unit" and "function". In order to transform 
raw data into information, a computer typically performs many individual operations such as 
reading, writing, addition, etc. These operations are initiated by instructions situated in some 
rapidly accessible device which is defined here as the "program memory". To get those 
instructions into the program memory, the computer normally loads them from some kind of 
external library. For the sake of technical efficiency, the loader transfers several instructions at a 
time, so that execution only begins after an entire group of instructions has been loaded. Such a 
group is defined as a load unit [17]. Packaging is only feasible if every function fits into some 
load unit in its entirety. Therefore a function can be defined as a subset of a load unit which 
accomplishes some subtask of a system's overall transformation task. 

The third premise distinguishes between "collect" and "extract" functions. An LS. provides 
outputs needed by its environment: consequently the system must contain functions which 
produce that output. Similarly, an I.S. receives inputs supplied by its environment, and therefore 
the system must include functions which accept that input. As the terms "input" and "output" 
denote many different things, the two functions will be defined more precisely: 

i) a collect function inputs source data from its environment, and 
ii) an extract function outputs user data to its environment. 

The term "source data" includes data received from the organization, its customers and 
suppliers, as well as data received directly from other information systems. The term "user data" 
includes information provided to the organization, its customers and suppliers, as well as data 
transferred directly to other information systems. 

The premises reflect features normally found in computer based information systems today. 
They are not "universal" in the sense that they are true of every single information system in 
existence, but there are so few exceptions that they represent the "typical" system. In contrast, the 
remainder of this paper examines situations which are commonly encountered, but not so often 
that they can be described as "typical". 

In the first situation, several functions are executed at inherently different times. For 
example, in a batch-processing Debtors system, the statements-print function might be executed 
once per month and the validate function once per week. In a real-time Debtors system, a 
validation function might collect sales data in real-time; an update function might collect a file of 
cash receipts once a day; a print function might produce statements once a month, and an enquiry 
function might extract individual debtors accounts on demand. Such functions are "temporally 
independent". Consider two such functions, F and G. Suppose they were both included in the 
same load unit. Then, whenever F needs to be executed, both F and G would be loaded into the 
program memory - but G would not be needed. Similarly, whenever G needs to be executed, 
both F and G would be loaded - but now F would not be needed. In both cases loading time 
and program memory would be wasted. Therefore technical efficiency demands a dissociative 
arrangement, and so the Y ourdon-Constantine Rule E can be re-stated as 

Rule 0: if two functions are temporally independent, a packaging arrangement which 
separates them is more technically-efficient than an arrangement which combines 
them in the same load unit. 
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3. THREE NEW RULES 

The second situation involves an information system environment which demands different 
kinds of user data at different times. For example, users of a Debtors system might require 
real-time answers to ad-hoc enquiries on the one hand, and monthly statements on the other. A 
Sales Orders system might be required to produce hourly picking lists, as well as a daily transfer 
file of sales data to the Debtors system. Users of a Stores system might need daily stock reorder 
lists, and real-time answers to stock-level enquiries. In these and many other systems the various 
user data types are temporally independent: each is needed at an inherently different time. 
Suppose such a system contains an extract function E which produces user data type U. Then 
there are three alternatives. 

• E may be executed well after U is needed. In this case U will be late and therefore the 
system will be ineffective. 

• E may be executed well before U is needed. In this case U may be incomplete, as source 
data collected in the interval u to x cannot be reflected in U; so U will be ineffective. 

• E may be executed close to the time U is needed. This alternative avoids the previous 
drawbacks: so U is maximally effective. 

Next, consider two extract functions E1 and E2 whose user data U1 and U2 are needed at 
different times, u1 and u2. If E1 and E2 are executed at the same time, say x, then there are three 
timing alternatives: (a) x may be close to ul, in which case U2 will be ineffective; (b) x may be 
close to u2, in which case U1 will be ineffective; (c) xis close to neither, so both U1 and U2 will 
be ineffective. However, if El were executed near u1 and E2 near u2, then both U1 and U2 will 
be effective. Therefore Rule O leads to ... 

Rule 1: if two user data types are temporally independent, a packaging arrangement 
which separates the corresponding extract functions is more effective and technically 
efficient than an arrangement which combines them in the same load unit. 

The third situation involves an environment which needs user data based on source data 
generated a relatively long time ago. For example, users of a Debtors system might need 
month-end statements which summarize sales and cash transactions that occurred at the beginning 
and middle of the month. Users of a Budgeting system might need variance analyses based on 
plans made up to a year ago. Users of a Sales Forecasting system might require forecasts based 
on invoices generated during the past three to five years. In these and many other systems source 
data "predates" user data. Consider a collect function C and an extract function E, where the 
source data S received by C predates the user data U produced by E. As shown for temporally 
independent user data, the system can only be effective if E is executed near u, the time at which 
U is needed. U cannot be produced unless S has previously been collected, so C must be 
executed at some time x prior to u. That time may be close to u or well before u. Suppose x is 
close to u. Then as there is always some chance that source data may contain errors which will be 
rejected by C, and those errors are unlikely to be corrected before E is executed, there is a finite 
probability that U will be incomplete. After the system has been used a few times, that probability 
becomes a certainty, and the system would be ineffective. So C should be executed well before 
E, and therefore Rule O leads to ... 

Rule 2: if source data predates user data, a packaging arrangement which separates the 
corresponding collect and extract functions is more effective and technically efficient 
than an arrangement which combines them in the same load unit. 

The last situation involves an environment which supplies different kinds of source data at 
different frequencies. For example, in a Debtors system sales data might arrive every few 
minutes from a terminal; a transfer file of receipts data might be available once per month; 
statements might be needed at month-end, and customer accounts might have to be displayed at 
any time. In a Stores system, material movements data may be generated continuously; a transfer 
file of purchase orders may be available once per day; a stock reorder list might be needed once 
per day, and stock levels might have to be displayed at any time. In a Budgeting system, plan 
data might be generated annually; performance data might be available weekly, and variance 
reports might be needed monthly. Consider an extract function E and two collect functions C1 
and C2 in such a system. Source data are generated at frequencies s1 and s2: the user data are 
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needed at frequency u. Suppose sl ~ u but s2 < u. As in Rule 1, effectiveness demands that E 
should be executed at frequency u. Now if C1 were executed less frequently than E, then E 
would not always have data available to it: so effectiveness also demands that C1 be executed at 
frequency cl > u. However, a C2 execution frequency c2 > s is futile: so c2 :S:s2. As s2 < u and u 
< c1 that means c2 < c1 . Therefore C1 and C2 should be executed at different times. So Rule 0 
leads to ... 

Rule 3: if two source data types are available at different frequencies, one being less 
frequent than the user data type derived from it, then a packaging arrangement which 
separates the corresponding collect functions is more effective and technically 
efficient than an arrangement which combines them in the same load unit. 

4. IMPLICATIONS 

The Yourdon-Constantine packaging rules are aimed at technical efficiency and primarily 
address intra-system situations: connected modules, processing sequence and internal frequency. 
(Only Rule E can be applied in situations involving a system's environment). In contrast, rules 1 
- 3 are aimed at effectiveness and primarily address inter-system situations: interactions between 
an information system and a business system or another information system. Therefore they 
should serve as significant extensions _to the internally-oriented Yourdon-Constantine set. 

The way the new rules have been established is also significant. The validity of the 
Y ourdon-Constantine rules rests on their intuitive appeal. They "make sense" in the case studies 
presented by the authors; and an experienced designer can recall many additional instances in 
which they are consistent with his own packaging decisions. In contrast, the present paper 
presents formal proofs. It shows that Information Systems principles can be derived by chains of 
logical reasoning from underlying patterns. This suggests that proofs can be also constructed for 
our other unsubstantiated "rules of thumb", so that the subject Information Systems may well 
become more scientific one day [6]. 
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